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THE MAXIMAL OPERATOR SPACE OF A NORMED SPACE
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We obtain some new results about the maximal operator space structure which can be put on a normed
space. These results are used to prove some dilation results for contractive linear maps from a normed space
into B(H). Finally, we prove CB(MIN(X),MAX(y)) = rj(A', Y) and apply this result to prove some new
Grothendieck-type inequalities and some new estimates on spans of "free" unitaries.
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1. Introduction

Given any (complex) vector space X, let Mn(X) denote the vector space of n x n
matrices with entries from X. If B(H) denotes the bounded linear operators on a Hilbert
space H then Mn(B(H)) is endowed with a natural norm via the identification,
Mn{B(H)) = B(H®•••®H) (n copies). If X is any subspace of B(H) then the inclusion
Mn(X)sMn(B(H)) endows Mn(X) with a norm. These are generally called a matrix-
norm on X. Subspaces of B(H) are called operator spaces to indicate that they are more
than normed spaces, but normed spaces with a distinguished family of norms on the
spaces, Mn(X).

If X is only a normed space, then any linear isometry <p:X->B(H) for some H endows
each Mn(X) with a norm, i.e. makes X an operator space. Generally, for a normed space
X the norms on Mn(X) thus obtained are not unique. In [3] it was noted that among
all such matrix norms there is a minimal and maximal family. These are operator space
structures on X which satisfy

for any isometry <p:X-+B(H) for all n and for all (xu) in Mn(X). We write MIN(Ar) and
MAX(.Y) to denote X endowed with these matrix-norms.

In [10] we introduced the a constant of a normed space X, defined by

a W = sup{||(xy)||MAX:||(xy)||MIN=l}

where the supremum is over all n and (x,v) in Mn(X). Thus, <x(X)^ 1 always and <x(X)= 1
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310 VERN I. PAULSEN

precisely when every isometric embedding of X into B(H) induces the same matrix norm
structure on X. In [10] we also proved that <x(X) > 1 for any normed space X of
dimension greater than or equal to 5 and that <x(X) is infinite whenever X is infinite
dimensional.

Currently, there is a rapidly evolving local theory of finite dimensional operator
spaces which has many parallels with the local theory of Banach spaces. It is clear that
the operator spaces MIN(X) and MAX(X) together with the measure a(X) of how
different these spaces can be plays a role in this theory.

In this paper we give a new formula for the matrix-norm on MAX(X). Originally this
matrix-norm was defined extrinsically, by taking a supremum over all isometric
representations of X as a space of operators. Our new formula has the advantage of
being intrinsic, depending only on X and it is expressed as an infimum, so that interplay
between the two definitions allows for better estimates. This result also allows for a
dilation theoretic characterization of the MAX norm.

We then turn our attention to MAX(/") where C[ denotes the n-dimensional
tx -space. This operator space is completely isometrically isomorphic to the span of
l,M,,...,wn_, in the universal C*-algebra of the free group on n— 1 generators, C*(Fn_t)
where, u,,. . . , un_, denote the canonical generators of Fn_). Using this representation

we are able to prove via dilation techniques that a(^1)^s/n— 1. While this estimate is
only a slight improvement on our estimates in [10] we believe that it is significant
because we have been unable to obtain this sharper estimate via Banach space methods.
In [13] a "smallest" C*-algebra generated by an operator space was introduced, in
analogy with Arveson and Hamana's boundary C*-algebra of an operator system. For
MAX(/") this algebra is C*(Fn_,), and for this reason we believe that the above
estimate might be sharp.

Finally, for any Banach spaces X and Y we are able to prove that CB(MIN(X),
MAX(Y)) is equal to the space T\*(X, Y) of maps T from X to Y which have a
factorization through Hilbert space T=AB,B:X->H,A:H->Y such that the 2-summing
norms, n2(B) and n2(A*) are both finite. In fact we prove that iyfCn^HTlU^yJCn
where k is a universal constant, ^fl^k^l and yJ(T) = inf{7t2(B)7i2(/4*)} where the
infimum is taken over all factorizations through Hilbert space. This result was obtained
with Pisier and has also been obtained independently by M. Junge with a larger
constant, who together with Pisier [7] have applied it to obtain their proof that the
minimal and maximal C*-tensor norms on B(H) ® B(H) are different. The main
advantage of the proof that we present here is that it gives a sharp characterization of
the value k, namely,

A:=lim

and shows the importance of this ratio in the local "metric" theory of operator spaces.
Finally, applying some results from [3] we show that the above result implies some

equivalences between tensor norms in the operator space category which are natural
generalizations of Grothendieck's result on the equivalance of the Hilbertian and
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projective norms for tensor products of *f°°-spaces. These give rise to a new estimate on
"free" unitaries.

2. The MAX operator space

Let X be a normed space and for each n define a norm on Mn(X) via,

We let MAX(A') denote X together with this family of matrix-norms. It is easily seen
(by considering the direct sum of a sufficiently large family of such #'s) that MAX(X)
can be embedded completely isometrically as a subspace of B(H) for some H. This also
follows from Ruan's theorem [12]. Clearly the MAX norms dominate any other matrix-
norm on A" which has the property that they can be realized completely isometrically as
a subspace of some B(H), i.e., which satisfy Ruan's axioms [12]. Similarly, if we set

and let MIN(A') denote X together with this family of matrix-norms, then MIN(X) can
be represented completely isometrically as a space of operators (in fact MIN(X)sC(A7)
completely isometrically) and every other family of matrix norms with the property that
they can be realized completely isometrically as a subspace of some B(H) dominate
these norms. See [10] for more details.

The above definition of the MAX norms are extrinsic and our first theorem gives an
intrinsic characterization of these norms. We remark that it is well-known and easily
checked that,

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a normed space. Then for any n and any (xl7) in Mn(X),
[xiJ)\\M/iK = inf{\\A\\\\B\\} where the infimum is taken over all pairs of scalar matrices

A=(ajj), B = (bjj) of sizes nxk and kxn for which there exist j ' l , . . . , } ' * in X satisfying,

Proof. Let | | | (xy) | | | denote this infimum. If <f>:X->B(H) is any contractive linear
map A, B, {y, , . . . , yk} are as above then,

and hence | |(xy) | |M A X^| | |(xy)|| |.
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To complete the proof of the theorem it will be enough to show that X together with
the matrix norms || | • 11| satisfy Ruan's axioms for an operator space [12].

Clearly, if C, D are matrices of scalars then |||C(.xlV)£>| | |^| |C| | | | |(x,v)|||D||. Thus, it
remains to show that if X = (xlV) is in Mn(X) and X' = (x'ij) is in Mm(X), then

X 0
0 X' <max]

Write X = AYB and X' = A'Y'B' where A,B,A' and B' are matrices of scalars and Y and
V are diagonal matrices with entries from X which are all of norm less than 1. By
scaling we may assume that we have chosen such a representation satisfying
| |B| |g | | |^ | | | 1 / 2 + e, |U'|| = ||B'||g|| |A"|||1/2 + e for any e>0. Hence

X 0
0 X'

A o\/y O\/B o
0 A')[o Y')\0 B'

from which it follows that

X 0
0 X' <max •

Note: In matrix notation we have that

B.

If X has a basis {ey,...,en} and (x(j) is in Mm(X) with xii = Y]i = \ a^ek then we write

m

(xiJ)='Z Ak®ek where Ak = (ak
u).

Let C = {(A1,...,A11)eC-:||XVi||^l} and let G* = {(u1,...,u11)eC":£*<iii^1. V-IEG}
denote the polar. We write X = (C,G) and X* = (C,G*). Clearly X* is the dual of X
with the dot product pairing.

Proposition 2.2. Let X be a finite dimensional normed space with basis {eu...,en} and
let G be as above, i.e. X = ( C , G). The following are equivalent for any matrix

(a) | | ( x , 7 | |
(b) for some r there exists r x r diagonal matrices Dk = d i a g ( d k l , . . . , d k r ) , k = l , . . . , n
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mxr matrices B and C* with | |B | | | |C | |<1 such that Ak = BDkC and ( d u , ...,</„,) e G for
j=\,...,r.

(c) There exists a Hilbert space H, commuting normal operators Nk,k=l,...,n on H
and B,C*:tf->Cm with | |fl | | | |C||<l such that Ak = BNkC and a(Nu...,Nn)^G.

(d) Same as (c) but with ff(W,,...,Nj££(C) where £(G) denotes any set whose
absolute convex hull is G.

(e) | | I ? = I ^ ® B , | | < 1 for any {Bu...,Bn} satisfying | |£?= 1 u,B, | |^l for all
(uu...,un)eG*.

Proof. To see the equivalence of (a) and (b) let yj = Xt = i^*jet a n d aPPly the
Theorem 2.1. The equivalence of (a) and (e) was proven in [10].

Clearly (b) implies (c) by setting Nk = Dk. To see that (c) implies (a), let K be a Hilbert
space and let <j):X-*B(K) be contractive. Set $(*?,) = /?,- so that ||5I^,B,|| < 1 for all
( / , , . . . , / B )eG. We will show that (0(xy)) = £ / 4 t ® Bk has norm less than one, since (j>
was arbitrary this will prove that ||(xlV)||MAX^1.

To this end note that £ ,4*® Bt = B ® l ( £ N t ® B*)C® 1 and from C*-algebra
theory,

= sup{p.kBk\\:(?n,...,?.n)eo(N1,...,Nn)}Zl.

Clearly, (d) implies (c). Finally to see (c) implies (d), consider span {zx,...,zn}zC(G)
and M = span {z,, . . . , zn)£C(£(G)). Since these spaces are completely isometrically
isomorphic any commuting normals (Nx,...,Nn) with a(N,,..., N J s G give rise to a
completely contractive map <p on M by setting 0(z,) = N,. Applying the generalized
Stinespring dilation theorem [9, Theorem 7.4] to this map allows us to write
Ni = Xn(Zj)Y where n:C(E(G))-*B(K) is a *-homomorphism and ||X|| | |y|| = 1.
Obviously, (n(zl),...,n(zn)) is a commuting n-tuple of normals with spectrum in £(G).
Hence any n-tuple satisfying (c) can be replaced by one satisfying (d). •

Remark. One can also deduce Proposition 2.2 from Blecher's result that MIN(X)* =
MAX(X*) completely isometrically [2].

Also, in the case ||(xlV)||MAX(X) = 1 in (c) and (d) one has ||B||||C|| = 1 while in (b) the
best that can be said is that for every e > 0 one has Bt and C£ with ||BE|| ||C,.|| < 1 +e.

The above result leads to another characterization of the a constant.

Corollary 2.3. Let X = ( C , G) be as above. There is a constant a. such that for any k if
A{,...,An are any kxk matrices satisfying | | X ^ ; / M I < ' for a " (^i ' - --> 'OeG then there
exist diagonal matrices Dt,...,Dn (of possibly larger size) and matrices B,C satisfying,
Ai = BDjC for i=\,...,n, | |B|| | |C||<a, and cr(D,,. . . ,Dn)sG*. Moreover, the least positive
constant satisfying this inequality is <x(X).

Proof. The condition, ||X'*i'4I||< 1 for all ( / | , . . . , / n ) e G is equivalent to requiring
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that ||£4,-®ej||MiN(X')<l- Hence, ||£/1,®e,||MAX(X.)<a(A'*) and the ,4,'s have the
desired representation by Proposition 2.2. Moreover, by Proposition 2.2 any A('s which
have such a representation with a fixed constant a satisfy | |X^i® ei||MiN(*«)<a- Hence,
the least positive a is <x(X*) = a(X) by [10, Proposition 2.4]. •

Corollary 2.4. The constant a(<f^) is the least positive constant a. such that if
Ax,...,An are any contractions then there will exists n commuting unitaries Ul,...,Un and
operators B,C satisfying \\B\\ llCll^a, and Ak = BUkC for k= ! , . . . ,« .

Proof. The result follows as in the proof of Corollary 2.3 applying also the remark
following Proposition 2.2. •

In Section 3 we prove that, 0i(f™) = < /
We note that if F s Z is a subspace and xueF then the norm of ||(xl7)|| in

Mn(MAX(F)) can be larger than in Mn(MAX(X)). However Theorem 2.1 implies that
the MAX operator space structure is "local" in the following sense.

Corollary 2.5. Let x^eX, i,j=l,...,n then ||(xIJ)||Mn(MAX(A-)) = inf{||(xu)||Mn(MAX(f)):
XfjSF and F s X , finite dimensional}.

3. A representation of MAX(f\)

Let Fn denote the free group on n generators gi,...,gn, let C*(Fn) denote the full
group C*-algebra of Fn and let U1,...,Un denote the unitaries in C*(FJ that are the
images of glt...,gn. Recall that C*(Fn) is characterized by the universal property that if
Vl,...,Vn are any unitaries on a Hilbert space H, then there exists a *-homomorphism
7r:C*(FJ->B(f/) with 7r(C/,-)= K, i=\,...,n. It is known (see for example [13]) that
MAX(/,J) is completely isometrically isomorphic to span{Ul,..., t/n}sC*(Fn) via the
map which sends the canonical basis vectors et to [/,-, i = l,...,n. To see this one notes
that </>:/,}->#(//) is contractive if and only if ||0(e,.)||gl and then takes the non-
commuting unitary dilation of the {</>(£,)}. For this reason further knowledge about
MAX(^i,) is of some independent interest because it yields knowledge about free
unitaries. We gather these results in this section.

Theorem 3.1. Let Ul,...,Un be generators of C*(FJ and let Ax,...,An be in Mm.
Then | |X* = i Ak® l / t | | < 1 if and only if for some t there exist m x / scalar matrices
Cl,...,Cn and £x m scalar matrices Dl,...,Dn satisfying Ak = CkDk, k=\,...,n and

\\l.CkCt\\\\l,DSDk\\<l.

Proof. We have | | I ^ ® ^| |M A X ( O = ||Z Ak® [7fc||. Let (*„) = £ v4»®e» be in Mm(fl
m).

By Theorem 2.1 there exist matrices of scalars S=(sit!) and T=(t(j) which are mxr and
rxm, respectively, and vectors y( in (\ with | | ^ | | g l , 1^/^r such that ||S||<1, ||7"||<1
and xij = Y^=isi(y/tej- Write yt = Y^=i0Le.kek and choose scalars $e,k,"ie,k s u ch
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k . * r / 2 = |^.*| = |^.*| and Pe,kyf,k = cL(k. We then have that x(i = Yjk =
Let Ek be the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are Plk,...,Prk, let Fk be the
diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are Jik,--.,yrk and set Ck = SEk, Dk = FkT. We
have that Ak = CkDk and ||ZC)[C?|| = | |ZSEkE*S*| |^ | |Z£k£*ll = l since Z £ * £ * i s a

diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal entry is ||y,||. Similarly, | | ^£ ) JD t | | ^ 1. •

Remark. We mention an alternate way to prove the above result via the tensor
product machinery. It is well-known that MIN(<f") can be represented completely
isometrically as the diagonal matrices in Mn. Thus, the adjoint of this inclusion gives a
complete quotient map q:M*-»MIN(<f^0)* = MAX(/n

1). Chasing through these identifica-
tions one recovers the above result.

Corollary 3.2. If Au...,An are matrices such that | | Z ? = i V l i | | < l for a " |-M=!» tnen

there exist matrices C , , . . . , Cn and Du...,Dn such that Ak = CkDk, k=\,...,n and
HZ QC* | | | |Z0*0*11 <a(<^n

1)2- Moreover, a(/,J) is the least positive constant satisfying this
inequality.

Proof. The hypotheses are equivalent to assuming that H Z ^ i ® ei||MiN(^)<l- Hence
| |Z^i ® e-l|MAX(^)<a(^n) and t n ' s constant is the least constant satisfying this condition
for all n. The result follows as in the proof of Corollary 2.3 substituting Theorem 3.1
where Proposition 2.2 applied before. •

We now turn our attention to the problem of estimating a ( O - In DO, Theorem 2.16]
it was shown sfnl2^u.(£l

n)^s/n. Note that if A{,...,An are matrices satisfying the
hypotheses of Corollary 3.2 and we set Ck = Ak, Dk = I then Ak = CkDk and | |Z°* D k | | = n

while one can easily see by using the fact that | | Z e ' 9 l < / U I < ' anc* integrating around the
n torus that | |ZCtC*| |<n. Thus, applying Corollary 3.2 we have a new proof that
<*(/,! ) ^ , / H . We shall now obtain a slight improvement of that estimate by obtaining
another characterization of a ( O -

As we remarked earlier MAX(<f̂ J) embeds completely isometrically in C*(Fn) by
sending e, to [/,. This representation is not best in some sense which we will make
precise in a moment. Note that multiplication by U* is a complete isometry and hence
sending e, to [/fl/, induces a new completely isometric represntation of MAX(<f,J). Also,
/ = l/fl /1 , K1 = l/fl/2 , . . . ,KB_, = l/?l/l l can be easily seen to generate C*(Fn_!) by using
the universal properties. Zhang [14] shows that this representation is minimal in the
sense that if $:MAX(<fn)-»B(f/) is any complete isometry, then the C*-algebra
C*({0(ef)*<^(e;):i,j = l,...,n}) has C*(Fn_1) as a quotient via the map which sends
fle,) V ( e , H Vf-, Vj-, 6 C*(Fn_ J where Vo = I.

In a similar fashion we can embed MIN(/n) completely isometrically into C(T" 1) by
sending ex to the constant function 1 and ei+, to the i-th coordinate function z,. Thus,
MAX(/n) generates the universal C*-algebra for n — \ noncommuting unitaries while

^ generates the universal C*-algebra for n— 1 commuting unitaries.
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Theorem 3.3. The number a(/,J) is the least positive constant a such that ifVl,...,Vn_1

are any unitaries on a Hilbert space H, then there exist commuting unitaries Wx,..., Wn _ l

on a Hilbert space K and operators AeB(K,H), BeB(H,K) satisfying: AB = IH,
Vk = AWkB, k=l,...,n-l, and \\A\\\\B\\^<X.

Proof. Regarding MAX(if^) as a subspace of C*(Fn_t) as above we have that there
is a *-homomorphism sending e, to K_i* with K> = J«- Since the c6-norm of the identity
map from MIN(O to MAX(/,J) is a(tfl), we see that the map from MINf/,,1) into B(H)
which sends e, to ^_ , has cfo-norm at most a(/,J). Regarding MIN(<f,J) as above as a
subspace of C(T"~1) and applying the generalized Stinespring theorem [9, Theorem 7.4]
yields a unital *-homomorphism n:C{T"~i)-*B(K), operators A and B as above such
that Vi = An(zi)B,IH = An(\)B = AB, with ||/4||||£|| equal to the d?-norm of the map
which is at most ce(/,J).

To see that a{fl
n) is sharp, let K,,..., Vn_ , be the generators of C*(Fn_,). D

Corollary 3.4. We have that <x(S?) = a(f*)^y/n"^\.

Proof. Let K,,...,Kn_1 be unitary operators on the Hilbert space H and let
K = H("~1). Define B.H^K via Bh=h ® V2h@--®Vn_ih and A:K-*H via
A(hi®--®hn_l) = h1 so that AB=lH, \\A\\= 1,||B|| = Jn-\.

Let S:K->K denote the cyclic backwards shift S(hl®---®hn^l) = h2®---@hn_i®hl

and define commuting unitaries Wl,..., Wn- j on K by Wl(hl@---hn-l)=Vlhl(B'"®
Vihn-U and W^S"'1, k = 2,...,n~l. Then AWkB=Vk as desired and so by Theorem
3.3, y^T

Combining this estimate with those obtained in [10] we have that

Jnjl ^ a(/ ln) ̂  Jn~^\ for n ̂  2.

4. The space CB(MIN(^), MAX(Y))

Let X and Y be any Banach spaces, since MIN(Ar) is the smallest operator space
structure on X and MAX(Y) is the largest operator space structure on Y any map
which is completely bounded from MIN(^0 to MAX(F) will automatically be com-
pletely bounded from X to Y for any other operator space structures on X and Y. That
is, CB(MIN(A'),MAX(y)) is the set of maps from X to V which are completely
bounded independent of the particular operator space structures that X and Y are
assigned. In this section we prove that CB(MIN(A'),MAX(y)) = rj(Ar, Y) and then
apply this result to obtain some equivalences of tensor product norms which are
analogous to Grothendieck's results. Recall [11, p. 28] that T:X->Y belongs to
n t * , Y) if there exists a Hilbert space H and maps A:X->H, B.H^Y with A and B*
2-summing and T = BA. For T in r f (*, Y) we set y2'(T) = in{{n2(A)n2(B*):T=BA}
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where n2( •) denotes the 2-summing norm and the infimum is taken over all factoriza-
tions of T through a Hilbert space.

We define a universal constant via

Jc = sup{nM/n
2) :n=l ,2, . . .} .

By [10, Theorem 2.16], we have , / 2 = /c^2. It is not hard to show that

a( / 2)

and so the sequence of numbers /cn = n/oc(/2) is non-decreasing with /c = limn_aofcn.
Moreover, k2 = ̂ /l and for n>2 exact values of kn (respectively a(/'2)) are now known.

The goal of this section is to prove:

Theorem 4.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, then CB(MIN(A:),MAX(y)) = rf(Ar, Y),
with {y*(T)^\\T\\cb^y*(T). Moreover, the constant k is the smallest constant that works
for all Banach spaces.

Before beginning the proof we make a few remarks. First recall [11, Proposition 1.9]
that for maps betweeen Hilbert spaces the 2-summing norm agrees with the Hilbert-
Schmidt norm and hence the yf-norm is the trace norm.

Mimicking the proof of [8, Proposition 3.1] it readily follows that:

Lemma 4.2. Let TeCB(MIN(/2), MAX(/"2)), then fc-1||T||1^||r||(.i^||r||1, where
||'Hi, is the trace norm.

Proof. Let T=UDV be the singular value decomposition of T with U, V unitary
and D a positive diagonal matrix with diagonal entries, dl,...,dn. Consider the
commuting diagram,

H. MAX(/n
2)

MIN(/n
2) -!U MAX(/2)

Since ||l/|U = ||K|U = | |l/-1 |U = | |K-1 | | r t=l , we have that ||T||rt = ||D||rt and also 11711,=
||D||,=tr(D). Let S denote the cyclic shift of order n and note that D + SDS'1 + ••• +
S ' - 'DS 1 - - = tr(O)/.. Hence, a(^)-tr(D) = | | t r (D) / JUg | |D | | r t + -+ | |S - - I DS 1 - - | | r t = n||D||rt

and we have fc~itr(D)^||D||rt. On the other hand D = d1£1 1 + VdnEnn and hence
| | | | | | | J | since ||£H||rt=l. •

Considering the identity map shows that the above inequality is sharp. Note that the
above result proves Theorem 4.1 for the special case where X and Y are finite
dimensional Hilbert spaces, since as remarked earlier | |T| | , =y*(T) in that case.
Moreover it shows that k is the smallest constant which satisfies the above inequality
for all finite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
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Also, we remark that it follows directly from the definitions that for a map A.X^H
into a Hilbert space, the 2-summing norm n2(A) and the completely bounded norm of A
viewed as a map from MIN(A') to either H,OVI or Hcolamn all coincide (see also [5]).
Thus, using the operator space dualities, (//r0J* = Hcotumn, MAX(y)* = MIN(y*) we
have also that for a map B:H->Y, n2(B*) and the completely bounded norms of B
viewed as a map from HIOW or Hcolumn into MAX(Y) all coincide.

Finally, if E and F are any operator spaces with dim(E) = n then CB(E,F) =
B(E,F) = F®-®F (n copies) and CB(E,F)* = F* ©• • - 0 F* = B(F, E) coincide as sets.
Following [6] we define the OS-integral norm on B(F,E) via ||i?||l(ft£) = sup{|tr(/?T)|:
||71|CB(£.F)^1}- It then follows trivially that CB(E,F)* can be identified with B(F,E)
endowed with the integral norm.

Lemma 4.3. Let ln: MAX(/';J)->MIN(^) denote the identity map, then

Proof. If T:MIN(/;J)->MAX(/;J) then by Lemma 4.2, |tr(T)|g||T||, g/cn||r||ci, and
so ||/n||,gfen. To see equality, let T=a(/*)~1/n. •

Lemma 4.4. Let Et, E2, F, and F2 be operator spaces with £, and E2 finite
dimensional and assume

F2 -JU E2,

commutes.
f-r,. II n II ^-11 A II

Then ||/?||,^||/l||r,

Proof. Note that

II«IU •
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let TeF^(X, Y) and write T=BA with B and A 2-summing

A.X^H, B.H-+ Y. Regarding A and B as maps from MIN(X) to HIOVI and to MAX(y),
respectively, we see that TeCB(MIN(Ar), MAX(y)) and ||r| | r t^||i4||r t | |B||r t =
n2(A)n2(B*). Thus, H(X, y)cCB(MIN(X), MAX(y)) with ||T||rt^yJ(T).

To prove the other containment and inequality we first assume that X is finite
dimensional. From [11, Corollary 2.9 and the Remark on p. 28] we know that
(rj(A\ Y))* = r2(Y,X) where for R.Y^X, y2(R) = inf{||/l|| ||B||j and the infimum is
taken over all factorizations of R through Hilbert space. By the above remarks we know
that CB(MIN(X),MAX(Y))* = B(Y,X) with the OS-integral norm. Thus proving that
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£y2Cn^||T||c(1 is equivalent to proving that ||/?||/(MAx<»'). NHN(X)> ^ ^ 2 ( ^ ) for all
ReB(Y,X).

Let R = AB where B. 7->/"*, A:f\^X we have

MAX(V) —*->

MAX(/j|) -^->

and hence ||/?||/^||/l||(.fc||/n||/||B||r(,gfc||/l||||B|| from which ||/?||/^/cy2(R) follows.
Now to prove the inequality for a general X let F^X be a finite dimensional

subspace and let TF denote the restriction of T to F. Since MIN(F)sMIN(X)
completely isometrically, it follows that a map T:X-*Y is completely bounded from
MIN(X) to MAX(V) if and only if sup{||Tf||CB(M|N(F) MAX(n):dim(F)< +00} is finite and
that this supremum is ||r||CJ,(MIN(Jf),MAX(r)). Thus, ||T||CB(MIN(X)-MAX(y))^isup{yf(Tf):
dim(F)< +oc}.

It remains to show that if T:X->Y satisfies y*(TF)<C for every finite dimensional
F s X , then necessarily TeV%(X, Y) and yfCTJ^C. This follows from arguments similar
to those given in the proof of [11, Proposition 2.3] and is certainly known. However,
for the sake of completeness and to illustrate some of the interplay between cfo-maps
and these purely Banach space concepts we give an alternate proof of this fact, using
tb-techniques.

To this end let R00 = £1 1 B(/2) denote an infinite dimensional row space. For each
finite dimensional F g X w e have a factorization

MIN(F) -^> MAX(7)

B, i ] AF

such that \\BF\\cb = n2(BF)=l, ||/4F||(.jF = 7r2(/4J)<C. Since MIN(F)cMIN(X), completely
isometrically, and R^ is an injective operator space, there exists BF:MIN(Ar)^i?(D which
extends BF and has ||BF||cfc = ||Bf||cfc= 1. Since the unit ball of CB(MIN(Ar),7?Q0) is
compact in the BW-topology (see [9, Chapter 5]) there exists B:MIN(X)->/?00, | |B|U^1
which is the limit of some subnet {Bf;:/.eA} of the net {B F :Fe3} where 5 denotes the
directed set of finite dimensional subspaces.

The closed subspace R = B(X)~ of Rx is easily seen to be a Hilbert row operator
space. Define A:B(X)->MAX(Y) via A{Bx) = Tx. Given xueX,i,j=\,...,n let F =
span{x{i/:i,j= l , . . . ,n} then there exists /.0 such that for / 0 , F^F, and hence,
| | | | | | | | | | | | |
all / ^ / 0 - Hence, ||(/4(Bx;j))| ^C||(B(xy)) , and so A extends to a completely bounded
map on R with C^||/l||<.i = 7r2(/4*). Thus, we have that T = AB is a factorization of T
with n2(B)n2(A*)^C. This completes the proof of the theorem. •

In the following ®h, <g), and ® denote the Haagerup, operator space projective, and
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spatial tensor products, respectively (see [3] for definitions, unfortunately with different
notation).

Corollary 4.5. Let X and Y be any Banach spaces and let u e X ® Y, then

||U||MIN(X)®hMIN(J')=||u||MIN(X)iMlN(l')

= 'C||U||MlN(X)®i,MIN(Jr)

and

Proof. Given ueX®Y let TU:MAX(X)*->MAX(Y) be the associated finite rank
operator and recall MAX(Ar)* = MIN(X*).

B y [3, Corol lary 5 . 2 ] , ||^,||cB(MiN(jf>),MAX(jr)) = llul|MAX(*)®MAX(i') = ||u||MAX(jf)®hMAX(r)-

While by Theorem 4.1, ||Tu||CB(M1NU.)iMAXO,))^iy*(Tu)=i||u||MAX(X)glhMAX(n by [1,
Theorem 3.1].

The other set of inequalities comes for X and Y finite dimensional by dualizing the
above set and using the facts that the dual norm of the spatial is the operator space
projective for finite dimensional spaces by [3, Theorem 5.6] while the Haagerup norm is
self-dual [5]. To pass to X and Y infinite dimensional one use that MIN(-), and the
Haagerup tensor behave injectively while the projective tensor behaves projectively. •

We are grateful to D. Blecher for pointing out the following fact.

Corollary 4.6. Let H and K be Hilbert-spaces then

| | M | | M I N ( / / ) ® M I N ( K ) = ||U||MIN(H)®MIN(K)

and

| | U | |MAX(H)®MAX(K) = ||

= ^ " H

Consequently, all operator space tensor norms on these spaces are equivalent.

Proof. The first inequalities come from observing that ||W||MIN<H)®MIN<K) =

||"||M[N(H>®,,MIN(K)- TO see this recall that if Tu:MIN(//)*-»MIN(K) then by [3, Theorem
|||| {|M|U||U }

where HR denotes a row Hilbert space. We may let B be the identity map and A = TU.
Then since MIN(//)* = MAX(//),| |B|

\\cb —

c6 = ||B|| = l while since MIN(K) is a min space,
|MIN<H)®MIN(K)-
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Hence,

from which equality follows.
The remaining inequalities come by duality as in Corollary 4.5. D

I do not know if the inequalities in Corollary 4.5 or 4.6 are true at the matrix level.

Remark 4.6. Recall that Grothendieck's inequality says that when X and Y are
/""-spaces, then ||M||x8Hy^||«|Udy» where ® and ® H denotes the projective Banach
space and Hilbertian tensor products, respectively. Since by [1] X ®HY = MIN(X)
®,,MIN(y), isometrically for all spaces X and Y, Corollary 4.5 can be seen as an
analogue of Grothendieck's inequality where the Banach space projective tensor norm
has been replaced by the smaller operator space projective norm. However at the same
time we've gained since in Corollary 4.5 X and Y no longer neeed be /"-spaces.

Grothendieck's inequality implies that when X and Y are /"-spaces X®Y and
MIN(Ar) ® MIN(y) have equivalent norms. Conversely, this fact together with Coroll-
ary 4.5 imply Grothendieck's inequality. Thus an independent proof of this last
equivalence of norms would yield a new proof of Grothendieck's inequality. It is unclear
which of these two inequalities is most closely related to Grothendieck's inequality, or
whether they parse it.

To put this more clearly, identify a typical element u = £ aye,- ® e} of / " & / „ with
the nxm matrix (a(j). If we let B{, B2 and B3 denote the unit balls in / " ® / ~ ,
M I N ( O ® M I N ( C ) and MIN(/n°°) ® h M I N ( O = /n

00 ® H / £ , respectively, then it can
be shown that

| ^ 1},

where the vectors x,,y, are vectors in some Hilbert space, the operators A,, Cj are
operators on Hilbert spaces H and K, respectively, with x,yeH ® K. We have that
B1£B2SB3, Grothendieck's inequality implies that B3^KcBi where Kc is the
complex Grothendieck constant, while Corollary 4.5 implies that B3QkB2. Hence, we
know that there exists a constant c such that B 2 - c B i independent of n and m. Our
question is whether or not the existence of such a constant c is less deep than the
original Grothendieck inequality.

Corollary 4.7. Let UY,...,UmVu...,Vm be unitaries on the Hilbert space H which
generate C*(Fm+n), then for any scalars ai},
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Proof. Recall that MAX((fn
1) = span{l/,,...,l/n}, MAX(O = span{K,,..., Km} com-

pletely isometrically. By [4, Theorem 3.1], and the injectivity of the Haagerup tensor
norm, MAX(O ®»MAX(/i) = span{l/,. F,-}sC*(FJ* C*(FJ. Since C*(Fn+J is the
quotient of C*(Fn) * C*(Fm) obtained by amalgamating along the identity, the result
follows from Corollary 4.5. •

Let TJ\-+(\, say T = (t,v) and assume T is factored as T = AB,
*(\. The identification of MIN(*f"i) with the span of n commuting

Remark 4.8.

unitaries and the inequality
there exists a dilation of the following form:

implies that for any n unitaries {Ui,...,Ua}

where {Zi,...,Zn} are commuting unitaries and ||X|| || Y||^: _
It seems likely that one should be able to use the matrices A and B to construct such

a dilation explicitly but we have been unable to see how to do this.
We close this paper with a final formula for the constants km.

Theorem 4.9. Let kn = n/a(t*) then

*.=

where Al,...,AneB(H), Bi,...,BneB(K) with H and K Hilbert spaces are operators
satisfying

,A,\\ ^ \ ^ 1 for all

and x,yeH <S) K.

Proof. Recall /(MAX(^),MIN(^)) = CB(MIN(O,MAX(O)* and by [3] the iden-
tification of ueMAX(«^)®MAX(/;J) with rueCB(MIN(/n

2),MAX((f^)) is an isometry.
When Tu = /, then w = YJ= i «,• ® e,, Hence by Lemma 4.3 and [3],

Now by the characterization in [6] of the projective operator cross-norm, we have
that
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where y is a row vector, x is a column vector, /4eMr(MIN(<f*)) BeM,(MYN(S*)) with
| | | | ^ 1, ||B||S 1. Using the canonical basis we may write

w h e r e e a c h At is a s c a l a r r x r m a t r i x a n d e a c h fl, is a s c a l a r t x t m a t r i x . W h e n
u = Y J = I et ® et w e h a v e t h a t y(At ® B 7 ) x = <5(J-.
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